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Abstract

Continuing results from JCDCGGG 2016 and 2017, we solve several new cases of the simple
folding problem — deciding which crease patterns can be folded flat by a sequence of (some model
of) simple folds. We give new efficient algorithms for mixed crease patterns, where some creases
are assigned mountain/valley while others are unassigned, for all 1D cases and for 2D rectangular
paper with one-layer simple folds. By contrast, we show strong NP-completeness for mixed crease
patterns on 2D rectangular paper with some-layers simple folds, complementing a previous result
for all-layers simple folds. We also prove strong NP-completeness for finite simple folds (no matter
the number of layers) of unassigned orthogonal crease patterns on arbitrary paper, complementing
a previous result for assigned crease patterns, and contrasting with a previous positive result for
infinite all-layers simple folds. In total, we obtain a characterization of polynomial vs. NP-hard for
all cases — finite/infinite one/some/all-layers simple folds of assigned/unassigned/mixed orthogonal
crease patterns on 1D/rectangular/arbitrary paper — except the unsolved case of infinite all-layers
simple folds of assigned orthogonal crease patterns on arbitrary paper.
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1 Introduction

In the well-studied simple foldability problem [1–3], we are given a crease pattern consisting of line-
segment creases, possibly assigned mountain or valley, on a 2D region called the piece of paper, and are
asked whether all of the creases can be folded via a sequence of “simple folds”. Each simple fold folds
some set of layers of the piece of paper around a single line by ±180◦ (thus preserving flatness of the
folding). In the 1D variation, the piece of paper is a 1D line segment and the creases are points.

Many different models for simple folds and special cases for the simple foldability problem have been
considered, depending on the following characteristics:

• How many layers of paper a simple fold can move at once. The most powerful model, some-layers,
allows the top or bottom k layers to be folded for any k. Two more restrictive models are one-layer,
which permits folding only a single layer at a time (modeling thick material); and all-layers, which
requires folding all layers simultaneously.

• Whether simple folds can be along finite line segments (chords of the crease pattern), or must be
along infinite lines (modeling a half-plane/large flipping tool).

• Whether some creases are assigned as needing to be folded mountain or valley. In the more common
assigned and unassigned cases, all creases either have or lack an assignment, while in the mixed
case [1], each crease may be mountain, valley, or unassigned.

• What shape the paper is allowed to have. In 1D, the only option is a line segment, while in 2D the
two cases considered are rectangles and arbitrary polygons, though all NP-hardness results hold
even for simple orthogonal polygons.
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Arbitrary Paper
1D ⊂ Rectangular ⊂

Infinite & Finite

Assigned poly ⇐ poly [3] NP-comp. [2] NP-comp. [2]⊂ ⇑ ⇑ ⇓ ⇓
Mixed poly (R1) ⇐ poly (R1) NP-comp. NP-comp.

⊂ ⇓ ⇓ ⇑ ⇑
One
Layer

Unassigned poly ⇐ poly [3] NP-comp. [2] NP-comp. (R4)

Assigned poly ⇐ poly [3] NP-comp. [2] NP-comp. [2]⊂ ⇑ ⇓ ⇓
Mixed poly (R1) NP-comp. (R3) ⇒ NP-comp. & NP-comp.

⊂ ⇓ ⇑ ⇑
Some
Layers

Unassigned poly ⇐ poly [3] NP-comp. [2] NP-comp. (R4)

Assigned poly ⇐ poly [3] OPEN NP-comp. [2]⊂ ⇑ ⇓
Mixed poly (R2) NP-comp. [1] ⇒ NP-comp. & NP-comp.

⊂ ⇓ ⇑
All

Layers

Unassigned poly ⇐ poly [3] ⇐ poly [1] NP-comp. (R4)

Table 1: Summary of past results (cited) and new results (bold, with result numbers) about simple folding
orthogonal crease patterns. “NP-comp.” denotes strong NP-completeness. “⊂” denotes containment
between classes of instances. “⇒” denotes implications between results. “R” numbers refer to the results
list in Section 2. Hardness results for arbitrary paper hold even for paper a simple orthogonal polygon.

We consider exclusively orthogonal crease patterns, which contain only vertical and horizontal creases.
Prior work [2, 3] has also studied versions of the problem including diagonal creases.

Table 1 presents all known results according to these parameters, including both previously known
results and new results from this paper (in bold). Note that, for orthogonal crease patterns, the finite
vs. infinite simple fold distinction only plays a role with arbitrary paper: no distinction can be made in
the 1D case, and equivalence for rectangular paper is given by [2, Theorem 8].

2 Results

Our new results can be summarized as follows:

1. One- & some-layers mixed 1D; one-layer mixed rectangular. We adapt arguments from [3],
and provide a new characterization of when a 1D mixed crease pattern is flat-foldable. For one-layer
rectangular, crossing creases can never be folded, so the problem reduces to 1D paper.

2. All-layers mixed 1D. We show that folding the superficially foldable (foldable ignoring assign-
ments) crease nearest an end of the paper never makes the crease pattern unfoldable, giving an
efficient greedy strategy for deciding simple foldability.

3. Some-layers mixed rectangular. We show that the NP-hardness reduction from [1] for all-layers
mixed rectangular also works for some-layers.

4. Unassigned arbitrary finite. We modify the NP-hardness proof from [2] for assigned crease
patterns to work for unassigned crease patterns, by adding a component that enforces the relevant
aspects of the assignment. The original proof and our adaptation apply to any number of layers.

Notably, the only case that remains unsolved for orthogonal crease patterns is infinite all-layers simple
folds of assigned crease patterns on arbitrary paper.
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